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1. The Problem
           Generic gas cloud 
         (Τ, ρ, σ(v), B, Z, z,.....)

Star formation rate 
Mass distribution of stars

∂u /∂ t=−u⋅∇ u−1/∇ p ∇ 2u

Gravity?  Actually the magic of star formation is 
hidden here:



2. Molecular Clouds

Molecular clouds are well studied star formation sites

Main properties:

Highly fragmented and filamentary morpholgy
Supersonic random motions,  with  Et ~ Eg >> Eth
Cooling time  <<  Dynamical time
Larson's scaling laws --> Turbulence
Poorely constrained magnetic fields

Nature of the observed random motions:  
Alfven waves or  turbulence?



Traditional view of molecular clouds:
Clouds are magnetically supported    (Shu, Adams & Lizano 1987): 
 
 

Our new picture:
The average magnetic field is weak  (Padoan & Nordlund 1997, 1999):
                                                               
                                                                   

                                                            Super-Alfvenic turbulence
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Larson (1981)

Velocity-size relation:

Reynolds number:
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Evidence in favor of turbulence



Evidence in favor of a weak average magnetic field

B-n corrrelation, both 
the scatter and the slope:

(Padoan & Nordlund 1999)

Density power spectrum:

(Padoan et al. 2004)



      3. Turbulent Fragmentation
                                                                   
                                                                      Turbulent Fragmentation         

        

Velocity fields fragment the medium independently of gravity       
 
The strongest density peaks are then taken over by gravity             
 
We can use the universal statistical properties of the turbulence 
for a statistical model of the SFR and stellar IMF

                        
  

u≫CS , uuA , L≫J



4. Supersonic Turbulence

MHD equations:

We must proceed numerically and, because of turbulence, size matters.

∂ ln
∂ t

u⋅∇ ln=−∇⋅u

∂u
∂ t

u⋅∇ u=−P
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Our typical numerical experiment

3-D periodic mesh (up to 10243, or more with AMR)
Large scale random force (1<k<2)
Uniform initial B and ρ; random, large scale and solenoidal initial u
Isothermal equation of state
No self-gravity



10243  HD  





AMR   2563   -->  10243  

Kritsuk, Norman & Padoan (2004)



AMR   5123  -->  20483



MHD 1,0003
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MHD 1,0003



Velocity structure functions 

Kolmogorov: ζ(p) = p/3

But only ζ(3) = 1 is a rigorous incompressible result (Kolmogorov 1941)

Incompressible turbulence, D=1 (dissipation in vorticity “filaments”):

Supersonic turbulence, D=2 (dissipation in shocks):

S pl  = 〈∣u x −u  xl ∣p〉 ∝ l p

 p= p
9

2−22/3p /3 (She & Leveque 1994)

 p
3

= p
9

1−1/3p /3 (Boldyrev 2001)



Good agreement with numerical simulations (Mach=5, N=2503)
(Boldyrev, Nordlund & Padoan 2002)

Extended self-similarity (Benzi et al. 1993; Dubrulle 1994): 
We plot the structure functions versus the third order one. 



Structure function scaling versus Mach number
Hausdorff dimension of the support of dissipative structures, D, as a function 
of the Mach number, Ms. 

       Ms is easy to estimate in star-forming clouds (line-width)
 --> the velocity scaling can be predicted based on the value of Ms.

(Padoan, Jimenez, Nordlund & Boldyrev 2004) 



Velocity power spectrum: 

Kolmogorov:  k-5/3 ,  Burgers:   k-2 

E k  ∝ k−1.9

EC/ES ≈ 0.1−0.2

k−1.74 , 1 pcl1000 pc
Larson (1979, 1981):

Supersonic MHD turbulence, with Ms ~10, Ma ~5:



 ≈ M S/2  ln
2 ≈ ln 1M S

2/4

Isothermal supersonic turbulent flows:
--->  Universal Log-Normal PDF of gas density

(Padoan, Jones & Nordlund 1997; Nordlund & Padoan 1999)



Velocity-Density correlation 

Dense gas traces regions of flow convergence.

The velocity decreases with increasing gas density.

Excellent agreement with 13CO maps of molecular clouds.
(Padoan et al. 2001)

         Density slice:                              Velocity slice:



5. A statistical Model of the stellar IMF and SFR

Dense cores are formed by shocks (turbulent fragmentation)
Core size scales with thickness of postshock gas, not Jeans length
Cores much larger than their Jeans mass can be assembled 
dynamically

   Mass range in typical clouds:

   Turbulence “seeds”  -->  Stars and Brown Dwarfs                                
   

mmin~10
−4msun , mmax~100msun



Assumptions:

1. Energy spectrum:
                                                                                    
2. MHD shock:

3. Peak size = λ:

4. Self-similarity of compressions:

        Turbulence power spectrum + shock jump conditions
        --->  Salpeter's IMF slope          

HD shocks:                        

1/0≈M A , /L≈M A
−1 , B1/B0≈M A
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N m∝m−S∝m−3/4−∝m−1.4 for =1.9

E k ∝k− , V ∝L , =−1/2

N m∝m−3/5−2∝m−2.5 for =1.9



Low mass peaks

Peaks <ρ>  pdf, P(ρ |m)  -->  collapse probability, P(mBE |m)
Assumptions: 
1. The density distribution is approximately independent of mass.
2. It is the same as the Log-Normal turbulent PDF of ρ. 

     N md ln m ∝ m−3/4−[∫0
m
P mBEdmBE]d ln m
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SFR =
∫0

∞
N m dm

0L0
3dyn

Given this physical parameters:  M0, ρ0, T0, L0 --> IMF and SFR

But those parameters will be affected by the SF itself.

Padoan and Nordlund (2002)



Numerical Selection of Unstable Peaks
To study the role of turbulence alone, we select gravitationally unstable 
density peaks in simulations of supersonic turbulence without selfgravity



 Power law slope with x=-1.3-1.4 (Salpeter x=1.35)
 Turnover due to thermal pressure support + turbulent density PDF
 Mass range from brown dwarfs to massive stars
 Formation efficiency of  ~ 5% per dynamical time

Thermal 
pressure

Scale-free
turbulence



Fragmentation in non-magnetized turbulence is different 

Serious problem for SPH simulations (beside insufficient resolution) 

The IMF model predicts the difference between HD and MHD

1,0003



 Future: Turbulent Fragmentation + Selg-Gravity with AMR
 5 pc --> 0.5AU,    5123   -->  (2x106)3 

5 pc

0.02 pc

300 AU



Padoan, Kritsuk, Norman & Nordlund (2004)

From turbulent “seeds” to collapsing cores



A gallery of disks


